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Abstract

Cognitive diagnosis is a type of assessment for au-
tomatically measuring individuals’ proficiency pro-
files from their observed behaviors, e.g. quanti-
fying the mastery level of examinees on specific
knowledge concepts/skills. As one of the funda-
mental research tasks in domains like intelligent e-
ducation, a number of Cognitive Diagnosis Models
(CDMs) have been developed in the past decades.
Though these solutions are usually well designed
based on psychometric theories, they still suffer
from the limited ability of the handcrafted diagno-
sis functions, especially when dealing with hetero-
geneous data. In this paper, I will share my person-
al understanding of cognitive diagnosis and review
our recent developments of CDMs mostly from a
machine learning perspective. Meanwhile, I will
show the wide applications of cognitive diagnosis.

1 Introduction
As is well known, individuals are different in both personal
information (e.g., age, gender and location) and latent fea-
tures (e.g., preference and proficiency). Therefore, in the ap-
plications of artificial intelligence, such as recommender sys-
tems, we need to discover these differences automatically for
providing users with better services. Along this line, cogni-
tive diagnosis is a type of assessment for measuring users’
proficiency profiles from their observed behaviors [DiBello
et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2015].

Actually, cognitive diagnosis originates from the basic as-
sumptions that (1) when finishing a task the observed inter-
active behaviors of users (e.g. the right or wrong responses)
are determined by their latent cognitive states (e.g. the pro-
ficiency on the required skills), and (2) the cognitive state of
each user is stable in a short period of time thus can be di-
agnosed [Gao et al., 2021]. Let’s take Figure 1 as a toy ex-
ample, two users u1 and u2 have just participated in a same
examination with five tasks/exercises where different skills
are needed for finishing each task. Though the overall scores
got by these two users are the same (i.e. 60), with the help
of cognitive diagnosis we can find from the radar maps that
their proficiency on specific skills are quite different. Since
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Figure 1: A toy example of the cognitive diagnosis process.

cognitive diagnosis is of significant importance for the do-
mains like Games, Sports, Recruitment, E-commerce and E-
ducation, massive efforts have been devoted for this research
problem, such as Deterministic Inputs, NoisyAnd gate mod-
el (DINA) [De La Torre, 2009], Item Response Theory (IRT)
[Lord, 1952] and Multidimensional IRT (MIRT) [Reckase,
2009]. In fact, most of existing Cognitive Diagnosis Models
(CDMs) are well designed based on psychometric theories,
and the diagnostic results have a good interpretation. In spite
of the importance of previous studies, the diagnose functions
are usually handcrafted and can only exploit users’ numerical
response records, leading to the insufficient ability in captur-
ing the complex relationship among users, tasks and skills.

To address these problems, in the past few years we have
conducted a comprehensive study on cognitive diagnosis and
developed several cognitive diagnosis models mostly from a
machine learning perspective. Our contributions include:

• We propose a new Neural Cognitive Diagnosis (Neural-
CD) framework, which incorporates neural networks to
learn the complex user-task interactions from heteroge-
neous data, for getting both accurate and interpretable
diagnose results. We prove that the specific model Neu-
ralCDM under NeuralCD is general enough to cover
many traditional models such as IRT and MIRT.

• To diagnose the cognitive state of each user more pre-
cisely, we further propose several solutions considering
the interdependencies among skills, the context-aware
features of users, the partial orders between user re-
sponses and the data privacy issues, respectively.
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Figure 2: Neural cognitive diagnosis model.

• We show the way to combine cognitive diagnosis to im-
prove the performance of personalized services in differ-
ent applications, such as recommender systems, adap-
tive learning and computerized adaptive testing (CAT).

2 From Psychometric to Machine Learning
Input the interactive behaviors of users (e.g. right or wrong
answers), cognitive diagnosis aims to discover their cognitive
states (e.g. the proficiency on the required skills) based on
these behaviors (a formal definition from the domain of edu-
cation could be found in [Wang et al., 2020]). For instance,
the left part of Figure 1 demonstrates the input user behaviors
and the right part demonstrates the diagnostic output, where
user u1 is diagnosed to have the proficiency of 0.8 on skill k3.
Due to the fact that cognitive states are latent characteristics,
cognitive diagnosis model is usually conducted and evaluated
during the user performance/response prediction process.

Cognitive diagnosis was mostly developed from psycho-
metric in the early years, among which item response theo-
ry (IRT) was one of the most typical and widely used solu-
tion [Lord, 1952]. In IRT, the probability that user ui cor-
rectly finishes a task ej , i.e. Xij = 1, is assumed to in-
crease with user ability while decrease with task difficulty,
where user ability and task difficulty are described with t-
wo unidimensional and continuous parameters (θi and βj
respectively). A typical item response function of IRT is
P (Xij = 1) = Sigmoid(aj(θi − βj)), where aj is the task
discrimination parameter, and the interaction between the pa-
rameters was modeled in a logistic way. IRT builds a path
from user ability to the response results, and measures user
ability by fitting the corresponding response data. Extensions
of IRT, such as Multidimensional IRT [Reckase, 2009], fur-
ther enhance the fitting ability of IRT by updating the param-
eters to multidimensional ones. For instance, ui’s proficiency
on specific skill km, θim, can possibly be inferred with the
help of a task-skill relevancy matrix. However, these methods
rely on handcrafted diagnose functions that can only exploit
users’ numerical response records with insufficient ability.

Considering the limitations in psychometric solutions and
the fact that multiple types of data, such as the images and
the text description about the task, are now available in dif-
ferent applications, we have conducted a comprehensive s-
tudy on leveraging machine learning approaches to design a

new type of cognitive diagnosis models [Wu et al., 2015].
One important achievement is that we propose a new gen-
eral and extendable Neural Cognitive Diagnosis (NeuralCD)
framework which combines neural networks and psychome-
tric assumptions to obtain both accurate and explainable di-
agnostic results [Wang et al., 2020]. Specifically, NeuralCD
uses multidimensional parameters to describe the cognitive s-
tates of users and the characteristics of tasks (e.g. difficulty),
and neural networks are incorporated to learn the complex re-
lationship between users and tasks from heterogeneous data.
To ensure the interpretability of parameters, which is essen-
tial for cognitive diagnosis, we take two steps. The first step
is using skill relevancy vector to align each dimension of us-
er’s cognitive state vector to a specific skill. The second step
is applying the monotonicity assumption to the multi-layer
neurons so as to make the cognitive state values variate in
the same direction with the predicted probability of user suc-
cessfully finishing the task. Inspired by IRT, an implemented
model under this framework called NeuralCDM is shown in
Figure 2, where Qe, hs, hdiff and hdisc denote skill rele-
vancy of the task, skill proficiency of the user, skill difficulty
and task discrimination respectively, and the monotonicity as-
sumption is realized by positive full connection layers.

It is worth mentioning that NeuralCD is a general frame-
work that can both learn from heterogeneous data and cover
many traditional CDMs. For instance, as shown in Figure
3, NeuralCDM could be seen as the generalization of IRT
by: (1) Representing the parameters from unidimensional to
multidimensional; (2) Adding the skill relevancy vectors for
the skill alignment; (3) Replacing the single Sigmoid inter-
action function to multilayer neural networks. These devel-
opments enhance the fitting abilities while preserving good
interpretability of parameters [Wang et al., 2020].

3 Our Extensions for CDMs
Given the basic cognitive diagnosis model like IRT and Neu-
ralCDM, we further present the typical progress we have
made in extensions for these models.
Relation map-driven CDMs. Most previous works consid-
er cognitive diagnosis as an inter-layer interaction (e.g., user-
task interactions or user-skill interactions) modeling problem,
while the inner-layer structural relations, such as educational
interdependencies among different knowledge concepts (e.g.,
the concept Number should be learned before concept Arith-
metic), are still underexplored. Therefore, we propose a Re-
lation map driven Cognitive Diagnosis (RCD) [Gao et al.,
2021] to uniformly capture both the inner-layer structures and
the inter-layer interactions via a multi-layer relation map. We
first represent users, tasks and skills as individual nodes in
a hierarchical layout. We then construct three local map-
s to fully model the complex user-task-skill (e.g. student-
exercise-concept in education) relations, which are user-task
interaction map, task-skill correlation map and skill depen-
dency map, respectively. The nodes can recursively aggregate
information from their neighbors. Subsequently, we design a
fusion layer to apply both node-level and map-level aggrega-
tion for each node and leverage an attention network to bal-
ance the multi-level information. The relation-enriched rep-
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Figure 3: An illustration of the relationship between the traditional solution IRT and our NeuralCDM.

resentations in RCD can be directly fused into existing CDMs
and further improve their diagnose performance.
Context-aware CDMs. The context of users, such as the
school, home and region of students, have important impacts
on users’ implicit cognitive states. Therefore, users’ explicit
response records, together with their implicit contexts, should
be more able to reflect their proficiency profiles. We design a
novel Educational context-aware Cognitive Diagnosis (ECD)
[Zhou et al., 2021] to incorporate plentiful educational con-
text features into existing CDMs. Specifically, since educa-
tional contexts usually involve different types of contents, we
first classify the diverse contexts into several fields. We then
use an educational context modeling stage, which utilizes a
hierarchical attentive network to represent the personalized
influence from the contexts in each field and generate stu-
dents’ external traits reflected by the contexts. Then, con-
sidering that educational contexts should have comprehensive
influences on students, not limited to specific knowledge con-
cepts, we design a diagnosis enhancement stage, in which the
students’ external traits are adaptively integrated with their
inner traits (i.e. the cognitive states reflected from the histor-
ical learning records). This general ECD framework is well
defined to promote the performance of most existing CDMs.
Experimental results also demonstrate interesting discoveries
regarding the difference among different educational contexts
in different countries and regions.
Item response ranking for CDMs. Monotonicity is a fun-
damental and critical condition in cognitive diagnosis theo-
ry, which assumes that user’s skill proficiency is monotonic
with the probability of correct answers [Wang et al., 2020].
However, the optimization process of current CDMs does not
fully consider this property. Therefore, we introduce the pair-
wise learning strategy into cognitive diagnosis and propose
a general Item Response Ranking framework (IRR) [Tong et
al., 2021] to directly model the monotonicity between item
responses for CDMs. Specifically, as different items (tasks)
usually have relations to non-overlapped skills/concepts, we
design an item specific pair sampling method which samples
responses from different users to the same item to keep the
same related skills. Then, to incorporate the unobserved re-
sponses along with the observed responses, we conduct a two-
branch sampling method, i.e., positive sampling and negative
sampling. Based on these sampled pairs, we can introduce
pairwise learning to model the partial order among response
pairs, where a pairwise objective function is used to direct-
ly optimize the monotonicity. Extensive experiments indicate
that CDMs with IRR can get significant improvements, and
IRR can also provide some interpretable insights.

Privacy-preserving CDMs. Most of current CDMs have a
common feature of aggregated data and centralized training,
which is natural and convenient but suffers from the risk of
privacy leakage. One possible solution is utilizing federat-
ed learning (FL) to build and aggregate CDMs while leaving
private data isolated. Standard FL is an iterative framework
with two core parts: client and server, where all clients train
local models with consistent structures on user data individu-
ally and server aggregates the homogeneous local models to a
global one. However, in cognitive diagnosis, various clients s-
tore inconsistent data since users tend to have different habits,
thus FL is not suitable to be directly used. We present a Hier-
archical Personalized Federated Learning (HPFL) framework
[Wu et al., 2021] that adapts to existing CDMs for isolated
scenarios with three types of inconsistent clients: (1) Person-
al response data are non-independently identically distributed
(Non-IID), which leads to Statistical heterogeneity; (2) D-
ifferent information have different requirements of privacy,
which results in Privacy heterogeneity; (3) Due to the differ-
ent properties of the private data, the model structures among
different clients should also be different, which causes Model
heterogeneity. To address these problems, in the client stage,
we define both public information and private information,
and accordingly design a local model contains both public
component and private component. Then, we propose a fine-
grained personalized update strategy to fuse the correspond-
ing components. In server stage, we utilize a differentiated
component aggregation strategy to aggregate components re-
ceived from clients. In this way, HPFL successfully applies
FL to preserve the data privacy in cognitive diagnosis.

4 Applications of Cognitive Diagnosis
We show our explorations in applying cognitive diagnosis to
provide users with better services, especially those applica-
tions in intelligent education.

Recommender systems aim to match users and proper
items by capturing the preference and proficiency of users.
Since cognitive diagnosis can measure the weaknesses and
strengths of users, we have applied it to enhance user un-
derstanding in recommending new tasks (e.g. recommending
exercises to students) [Huang et al., 2019]. Specifically, we
first design multiple long-term beneficial objectives, such as
the smoothness of difficulty level of the recommended tasks.
Then, we formalize these objectives as reward functions to
optimize the recommendation strategy. As the most impor-
tant part in the whole process, cognitive diagnosis is used to
calculate the state of users at each time step.
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Adaptive learning refers to providing different learning
paths tailored to individual users, and the adaptiveness means
the recommended items in the path will be dynamically ad-
justed based on users’ abilities and preferences. Consider-
ing dynamic cognitive diagnosis1 plays a key role in adaptive
learning, we propose the CSEAL framework, short for Cog-
nitive Structure Enhanced framework for Adaptive Learn-
ing [Liu et al., 2019]. CSEAL views adaptive learning as a
Markov Decision Process and can exploit both the knowledge
level of users and knowledge structure (e.g., the prerequisite
relations) of learning items for recommending both efficient
and logical learning paths.

Computerized adaptive testing (CAT) is an emerging
testing form in many standard tests, aiming to quickly and
precisely diagnose the knowledge mastery levels of exam-
inees via personalized testing procedure/exercises for each
examinee. A typical CAT is made up of two iterative com-
ponents: CDM and exercise selection strategy. At each step,
after receiving examinee’s answers, CAT uses a CDM to es-
timate her current knowledge level and then selects appro-
priate exercises for this examinee to answer in the next step.
Existing CAT systems are usually inflexible as their exercise
selection strategies combine with specific CDMs. Inspired
by active learning in machine learning, we propose a novel
Model-Agnostic Adaptive Testing framework (MAAT) [Bi et
al., 2020], which can adapt to different CDMs when selecting
both high-quality and diverse exercises.

5 Conclusion and Future Research Directions
For getting both accurate and interpretable measurements of
users’ proficiency profiles from their observed behaviors, we
developed a series of cognitive diagnosis models in the past
several years. Actually, with the advent of big data, more and
more efforts from the perspective of machine learning have
been conducted. In order to facilitate the research on this
area, we have published the source code of several typical
CDMs2 and collected the link of some public datasets3.

In the future, there still remain many open problems. For
instance, how to collect and exploit the more detailed user
behaviors during their responses; how to apply the idea of
cognitive diagnosis to more scenarios besides the utilization
in education [An et al., 2021]; how to combine the advantages
of psychometric theories and machine learning for designing
more reasonable cognitive diagnosis framework.
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